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Robson, Jennifer. The Gown. Morrow.
Dec. 2018. 372p. ISBN 9780062884275.
$26.99; pap. ISBN 9780062674951.

$16.99; ebk. ISBN 9780062674968. F

Ann Hughes has worked for Normand
Hartnell, famed dressmaker for the queen
and royal family, since she was 14. After her

Christian Fiction
.Callahan, Patti. Becoming

novels, this two-time Christy
Award finalist shows that
her talents span subgenres
from tranquil Amish stories
to rapidly paced breathless suspense.—Christine

Mrs. Lewis. Thomas

Nelson. Oct. 2018. 432p.
ISBN 9780785224501.
pap. $25.99; ebk. ISBN
9780785218081. CF
Joy Davidman is an
unhappily married woman
in the early 1950s. Her
rocky marriage leads her
to rely on her faith to get
through the days. She
begins a correspondence
with author C.S. “Jack”
Lewis, which they both
find uplifting and captures
more than their minds.
Through all the poverty,
death, and hard times,
the love between Jack and
Joy grows until there is no
room for anyone else in
their world but each other.
Callahan (Where the River
Runs) crafts a masterpiece
that details the friendship
and ultimate romance
between the real Davidman
(1915–60) and Lewis
(1898–1963). Readers may
be familiar with Lewis’s
“Narnia” books, but this
historical novel of a love
based on friendship and
faith will not disappoint.
The story cocoons readers
in the world of the 1950s
where women had almost
no voice, but Davidman
found hers, and romance
besides. VERDICT Fans of
Karen White and Mary Alice
Monroe will enjoy this book.
Callahan’s writing is riveting
and her characters spring
to life to create a magical
and literary experience that
won’t be soon forgotten.—
Christine Sharbrough,
Industry, TX

Irvin, Kelly. Tell Her No
Lies. Thomas Nelson.

Sharbrough, Industry, TX

Johnson, Liz. A Sparkle of
Silver. Revell. Oct. 2018.

Nov. 2018. 352p. ISBN
9780785223115. pap.
$15.99; ebk. ISBN
9780785223122. CF
When her adopted father,
Geoffrey, is found murdered
at their home, Nina Fischer
is immediately considered
the prime suspect. With
her mother’s incarceration
for dealing drugs running
through her head, Nina
wonders if she is about
to follow the same path.
Boyfriend Rick Zavala is an
attorney with high aspirations of running for political
office. He offers support but
Nina begins to worry that
his help might be in his own
interest, not hers. Aaron
McClure is a reporter looking for his big break. Would
he use Nina to advance his
own career? As she tries
to find out who murdered
Geoffrey, Nina discovers
some of his papers revealing long-hidden secrets that
forever change her views
of her past. VERDICT Irvin
(“Amish of Bee County”
series) creates a complex
web with enough twists and
turns to keep even the most
savvy romantic suspense
readers guessing until the
end. Known for her Amish
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368p. ISBN 9780800729622.
pap. $14.99; ebk. ISBN
9781493415168. CF
Working as a tour guide
as a 1920s guest at the
famous Dawkins mansion
leads Millie Sullivan on
an adventure she never
expected. Her great-grandmother, an actual guest
at the mansion back in its
heyday, tells of a secret
diary and related treasure.
It’s a story too good not to
follow up on for Millie. Ben
Thornton is a security guard
at the mansion and does not
look kindly on Millie’s snooping around. However, when
he hears her great-grand
mother’s tale, he cannot
help but be captured by it,
and by Millie herself. As the
two try to outrun other treasure hunters, they find both
the treasure and their hearts
in danger of being lost.
VERDICT Johnson (“Prince
Edward Island Dreams” series) pens an evocative tale
of family intrigue and dashing romance sure to delight
fans of Melody Carlson and
Susan Anne Mason. The
romance between Millie and
Ben is on a constant simmer, creating a breathtaking
dynamic that will satisfy
romantic suspense fans.
Johnson’s followers will be
lining up for this new series.—Christine Sharbrough,
Industry, TX

roommate immigrates to Canada, Ann,
having survived the Blitz, her brother’s
death, and a horrible winter, is now faced
with losing her home. Luckily, Miriam Dassin, a fellow embroiderer and recent refugee
from France, is looking for better lodgings.
The new roommates form a friendship and
Ann learns the horrible story about what
happened to Miriam and her family during the war. Seventy years later, Ann has
recently died and her heartbroken granddaughter Heather is cleaning out Ann’s possessions. She finds a box filled with intricate embroidered fabrics. Heather knew her
grandmother was a crocheter and knitter,
but after a little sleuthing, she discovers that
Ann worked on then Princess Elizabeth’s
wedding dress. VERDICT Alternating time
lines between 1947 Britain and 2016 Canada, Robson (Goodnight from London) vividly
brings to life these three women’s struggles.
Historical details about fabric, embroidery,
and the royal family are well incorporated
into their stories, with light romance rounding out this charming work of historical
fiction. [See Prepub Alert, 7/30/18.] —
Lynnanne Pearson, Skokie P.L., IL

Roy, Anuradha. All the Lives We Never Lived.
Atria. Nov. 2018. 288p. ISBN 9781982100513.
$26; ebk. ISBN 9781982100537. F

In her fourth novel, Man Booker–long listed
Indian author Roy (Sleeping on Jupiter) draws
on historical events unfolding in 1930s/40s
India—colonialism, Gandhi, World War
II—to tell the story of Myshkin Chand Rozario, who, like his name, doesn’t quite fit
in. Myshkin, in his 60s, is looking back at
his childhood, when his mother ran away
to Bali with the German artist Walter Spies
and dance researcher Beryl de Zoete, both
of whom are based on real people. Myshkin
is a grumpy old man who never married but
is attached to the trees and plants he’s nurtured in his role as the town horticulturist.
In the chaos of World War II, he lost contact with his mother and never did find out
what happened to her. But he’s bequeathed
a series of letters she wrote to a friend when
she first left India and appreciates as an adult
how, being trapped in an arranged marriage,
she writes about needing to create her art.
VERDICT This novel has an epic feel but also
portrays the feelings of an abandoned child
and captured woman while strongly evoking the sounds, scents, plants, people, and
social structures of India at the time. [See
Prepub Alert, 5/14/18.]—Jan Marry, Lanexa, VA

.Setterfield, Diane. Once upon a River.
Emily Bestler: Atria. Dec. 2018.
480p. ISBN 9780743298070. $28;
ebk. ISBN 9781501190230. F

One stormy night a stranger stumbles into
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